D.C. INTERVIEWED BY UNIV. OF TEXAS NEWSPAPER, THE RAG

Field Marshal Tom Conn is one of the few members of the Black Panther Central Committee still at large. Huey Newton, Bobby Seale, Eldridge Cleaver, and many other-known Panther are imprisoned, or in exile for their uncompromising dedication to Black identity and self-determination. The others who are "free" still find it difficult to support their brothers, even in town to speak at a rally held by the SNCC Organiz.

Let's go on.

RAG: Do you now frames in the white media and for political as a means of overtly or covertly black militant groups?

DON: I would change one word at least: you have to mean to implement changes within the community. There is nation-wide conspiracy on the part of the power structure and I see it as a very virulent and virulent attack on the community's right to exist. There are definitely a conspiracy nationwide to stop it, and I see it as a prime example of that. Our Chairman of the Black Panther Party was kidnapped.

RAG: From whom was he kidnapped?

DON: From the FDNY. Now, I was in a car, with a weapon and I was surrounded by a group of white policemen who were attacking the community. There were four "renowned" for the murder of a negro who was killed in the street. And it's been involved in the same type of murder as the Black Panthers.

RAG: Are you aware of any other similar incidents?

DON: There are always similar incidents, and the most recent one was the murder of a negro in Detroit. What happened is, a negro was murdered in Detroit, and the Negroes were then asked to give a deposition in the murder, and now the Negroes are being asked to give a deposition in the murder of the Panther.

RAG: How is your situation any different from that of the Panther Party?

DON: The Panther Party is a group of Negroes who are engaged in a struggle for their survival. The Black Panthers are a group of Negroes who are engaged in a struggle for their survival. The Panther Party is a group of Negroes who are engaged in a struggle for their survival. The Black Panthers are a group of Negroes who are engaged in a struggle for their survival.

RAG: Are you aware of any other similar incidents?

DON: There are always similar incidents, and the most recent one was the murder of a negro in Detroit. What happened is, a negro was murdered in Detroit, and the Negroes were then asked to give a deposition in the murder, and now the Negroes are being asked to give a deposition in the murder of the Panther.

RAG: How do you see the Black Panthers and the growing militancy in the United States today?

DON: I see a growing militancy in the United States today. I see a growing militancy in the United States today. I see a growing militancy in the United States today.

RAG: Would you say the Black Panthers and the growing militancy in the United States are growing a trend of the future—or may be because of it?

DON: It's a trend of the future, not because of it. It's a trend of the future, not because of it. It's a trend of the future, not because of it.
COUNTER-ATTACK

For 400 years Black people here in Babylon have suffered every conceivable type of barbarous atrocity, torture, brutality and murder. There have always been members of the Black community who have resisted with impalpable bravery. During the days of overt slavery there were many slave revolts. The most famous of these was led by Nat Turner. These were counterattacks. There were defensive measures to attempt to put an end to the daily suffering at the hands of the slave masters and their hired hands.

Today in Babylon some Black people are still resisting with impalpable fortitude. However, there have been over 400 rebellions in Black communities all across Babylon. In 1966 Huey P. Newton began to organize the implosions into the Black Panther Party. Our Minister of Defense, Huey P. Newton, recognized that the means of resistance used by the masses indicated the desire to put an end to the brutality, oppression, and exploitation perpetrated against Black people. He and his associates, including myself, Huey P. Newton also recognized that the mass of our country was not interested in the rebellion. Yet after the rebellion was over and a baby was taken, Black people suffered more losses in less time than the racist power structure did in its pre-baby years. Under the leadership of our Minister of Defense, Huey P. Newton, the Black Panther Party set out to organize literature and activities to teach the masses the correct strategic methods for resistance. Capable of the young Huey P. Newton said on July 13, 1967, in his essay, "In Defense of Self Defense," that "the Black masses, recognizing the implications of the death of their defacto—resigned magnetically to the implications and bestowed a devotional loyalty to them that flirtations the conqueror and en- dorsed spokesmen into a false commitment thereof, and they henceforth to a new act: counter-impon- tion, or until—implosions, and to get their shovels back on the road."

Examination of the history of the Black Panther Party reveals the genius of Huey P. Newton and his analysis of the situation, which led to the formation of the Black Panther Party. Our Minister of Defense, Huey P. Newton, has been in prison for 15 years for manslaughter after an argument over his life. BobbY Seale, the Chairperson of the Black Panther Party, was sentenced to 4 years in prison for demanding the right to counsel as defined by the 6th amendment to the constitution. Conrado Robles Nevada is being tried for another charge in California where they want him to be tried in the color blind chair. Floyd Cheeks, the Minister of Information of the Black Panther Party, was arrested into cells after Bobby Seale was arrested. Hundreds of Black people have been arrested all across Babylon and thousands have been impounded. It is time to begin the struggle. We must broaden our self-defense tactics and COUNTER-ATTACK. We must destroy the machinery that is supporting the world's war. The oppressor must be harrased until his doom. We must have no place by day or by night. Our Chief of Staff is perfectly right in saying, we will kill anyone who stands in the way of our liberation and that goes for Richard Nixon and his men. A re-examination of history will show that only those people who have fought and killed have liberated themselves.

"Any slave of aural death who does not balance out to two dead men, if we are not willing to COUNTER-ATTACK, to kill and to snatch the life we must accept whatever fate the racist fa-
The following are excerpts from a pamphlet written by Field Marshall, D.C. of the Black Panther Party, presently in forced exile in Algiers, Algeria. The complete pamphlet will be published shortly by the Black Panther Party.

ORGANIZING SELF-DEFENSE GROUPS

D.C., Field Marshall, Black Panther Party, shaking hands with a freedom fighter from an African Liberation Front

DEDICATION

SELF - DEFENSE

I dedicate these notes to the memory of Brother Jonathan Jackson and Comrade Carlos Marighella, I also named my son, who was born by Barbara on August 18, 1970, Jonathan Carlos Cox.

Brother Jonathan Jackson was the 17-year-old Afro-American revolutionary who went off into that fascist courtroom in Marin County, California and executed the first contemporary political kidnapping in Babylon. He was cut down in his finest hour during his escape by those fascist pigs who have no regard for humanity. Following the example of Brother Jonathan, we will truly free all political prisoners.

Comrade Carlos Marighella was a Brazilian revolutionary who participated in the first kidnapping of an American ambassador in exchange for political prisoners. He was ambushed by the fascist pigs in Brazil on November 4, 1969. He was 58 when he died.

Although there was a great difference in their chronological ages, Brother Jonathan and Comrade Carlos, one 17 and the other 58, both were united around the idea of freedom and liberation. In the revolutionary tradition established before them, they both died the most worthy of deaths, revolutionary suicide. They knew the fascist in control would resort to every means to maintain their system of enslaving the world. Yet, with the banner of freedom and liberation held high, they moved ahead and struck a blow against this system of world slavery, knowing full well what the consequence for revolutionary activity is victory or death...

Field Marshall
D.C.
October 8, 1979

I will begin by pointing out that we must not allow the racist power structure to define our struggle. What I mean is the language that we use, like everything else in this society, is in the service of the racist, capitalist bandits. They control the educational institutions, the news media, and the means of production that turn out all the educational material. Sometimes we are trapped by the rhetoric of the slavemaster. In our 400 years of struggle for survival it has been the guns and force of the slavemaster, manifested in the racist military that occupies our community, that directly oppresses, represses, brutalizes, and murder us. So for us to talk about survival we must talk about self-defense against this brutality and murder that is defined by the racist power structure as "justifiable homicide". So when a guerilla unit moves against this oppressive system by executing a pig or by attacking its institutions, by any means - sniping, stabbing, bombing, etc. - in defense against the 400 years of racist brutality, murder, and exploitation this can only be defined correctly as SELF-DEFENSE.

The slavemaster, however, through his lickety, puppets and apologists, calls it "terrorism", the work of crazed men, criminal, insane killers, etc. We must define our struggle, not the pigs.

Carlos Marighella, an urban guerilla in Brazil, who was assassinated November 4, 1969, just one month before Fred Hampton and Mark Clark, says, "The accusation of assault or terrorism no longer has the deterrent (negative) meaning it used to have. It has acquired new clothing, a new coloration. It does not factionalize, it does not discredit; on the contrary, it re-presents a focal point of attraction. "Today, to be an assailant or terrorist is a quality that ennobles any honorable man because it is an act worthy of a revolutionary engaged in armed struggle against the shameful military dictatorship, and its monstrosities."

So with that, I say this: GUERRILLA UNITS (self-defense groups) must be formed and blows must be struck against the slavemaster until we have secured our survival as a people.

PERSONNEL

In organizing self-defense groups (urban guerilla units) at this stage of the struggle, the most important consideration is whether or not the person to be incorporated into the group understands fully that he or she is doing is the right thing to do. At this stage of the struggle, if any member of a guerilla unit are weak-minded, or do not understand that the only way to put an end to brutality, murder and exploitation by this racist power structure is to organize guerilla units and counter-attack, practice has shown that if this weak-minded person is ever captured, he or she will certainly not be able to withstand the methods of persuasion used by the fascist pigs and they will talk, give up information. So the first priority for any guerilla unit is TO BE ARMED IDEOLOGICALLY.

Because of the consequences if anything goes wrong during an operation, members within the group must maintain a face to face relationship and get to know each other's strengths and weaknesses thoroughly and participate fully in the planning of operations.

continued on page 9
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PART II

GIANT

LEAD

SLUGS

The pigs also use slugs, a giant lead slug. In the picture the backdoor pig dept has drawn up to attack. Behind them is the front door of the Black Panther Party, they proceeded to use slugs in the correct place of ourBeady's and to knock on the front door of the pigs. The pigs also shot pigs into the office of the pigs and into the rooftops of the pigs.

GIANT LEAD SLUGS

M-1

The assault rifle is either semi-automatic or fully automatic. The latter is the most effective. The former is the most dangerous. For all practical purposes, a machine gun with a rate of fire of 700 to 1000 rounds per minute is a very powerful weapon. It has a higher rate of fire than the standard military rifle used by the United States Army or Marine Corps. The M-16 is armed with the M-1616 submachine gun which is semi-automatic.

M-16

Another very good assault rifle is the M-14 carbine. The M-14 is a very good weapon although it has been replaced by the M-16 in the United States Army. The M-14 is not only semi-automatic but also automatic. They are equipped with the M-14 rifle.

5.56 MAGNUM

MC-Panther rifle made by either Colt or Smith & Wesson. It fires a .357 Magnum and .38 Special. The bolt is a simple and reliable design which is easy to disassemble for cleaning.

PIGS TERRORIZE

BLACK COMMUNITY

On Monday, March 31, 1971, the ring leader of the local black force made an appearance at the Black Panther Party by shooting one of the little sickles in our community. The presence of the sickles is one of the most important symbols of our community. We can only deal with what we can do about the machines.

COUNTER ATTACK

DCP

Part 3 of a long war will soon end with training.

SEIZE THE TIME

Brian O'Malley

Kris, leader of Black Panther Party
WEAPON SAFETY

SHOTGUNS

IS THE WEAPON LOADED?

To unload a semi-automatic shotgun, proceed as follows:

1. Press the trigger to ensure the firearm is unloaded.
2. Grasp the barrel firmly, and pull the trigger to release the compressed spring.
3. Check the chamber to ensure it is empty.

HANDGUNS

The unlocking mechanism of most modern semi-automatic pistols and revolvers is similar. To unload the pistol:

1. Remove the magazine or ensure the magazine is locked in place.
2. Pull the slide or hammer back to ensure the chamber is cleared.
3. Check the chamber to ensure it is empty.

It is important to follow these steps to ensure the firearm is unloaded safely. Always handle firearms with care to prevent accidents.